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This paper is a contribution to the structure and representation theory of finite-

dimensional cylindric and polyadic equality algebras. The main result is that

every singulary algebra is representable, where an algebra is singular y if it is

generated by elements supported by singletons. In particular, all prime algebras

are representable (a prime algebra has no proper subalgebra, and every cylindric

or polyadic equality algebra has a prime subalgebra). Since every polyadic al-

gebra can be embedded in a polyadic equality algebra the results also apply to

them. Every infinite-dimensional singulary algebra is locally finite and hence is

known to be representable, so we shall be concerned just with the finite-dimen-

sional case, where previously very little was known about representation. It may

be mentioned that for any dimension greater than one there are nonrepresentable

cylindric and polyadic equality algebras(2). For some special kinds of singulary

algebras we obtain a direct construction of the representation, which brings

out the structure of the algebra clearly.

The methods used essentially constitute an algebraic version of Behmann's

solution of the decision problem for the singulary predicate calculus with equal-

ity(3). Since only finitely many variables are available, the algebraization has some

novel features. The essential ideas can be seen in the case of prime algebras, for

which no advanced results about cylindric or polyadic algebras are needed.

In the general case, however, use is made of the fact that a cylindric algebra is

representable if every finitely generated subalgebra of it is.

In the last section of the paper we discuss the logical counterpart of the methods

and results of the algebraic part of the paper.

1. Introduction.   A cylindric algebra of dimension a (a CAa) is a system

21 =  <[A, +,-,-, cK,dKXyKtX<x

such that (A, +,-, — > is a Boolean algebra, a is an ordinal, cK is a singulary
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operation on A and dKXeA for all k,X < a, and the following axioms hold for

all x,yeA and for all K,X,p < a:

Cl.    x _ cKx,

C2.   cK(x-cKy) = cKxcKy,

C3.   cKcxx = cxcKx,

C4.   dKX = dAK)

C6. dKX = c^d^- rf^) if p¿K,X,

C7. cK(dKA• - x) = - cK(dKA • x) if k^X.

We will use without proof the most elementary properties of cylindric al-

gebras^). For example, the following statements hold for every CAa 31, all

K,X,p<<x and all x,yeA:

(1) eK0 = 0,

(2) c.1-1,

(3) c^x = cKx,

(4) cK-cKx = -cBx,

(5) i/x^y then cKx<¡cKy,

(6) ïic„y = 0i/ and only if cKx • y = 0,

(7) cK(x +y) = cKx + cKy,

(8) cK(dKX -x-y) = cK(dKX ■ x) ■ cK(dKX • y) if k^X,

(9) 0^ = dKXif p*K,X.

Certain auxiliary concepts are useful in this paper. If 31 is a CAa and k < a, the

operation eK is defined to be — cK —, the composition of the three operations

— , cK, and —.The operation eK corresponds to the universal quantifier in logic

while cK corresponds to the existential quantifier. If x g A, the dimension set of x,

Ax,is the set {k:ckx i= x}. Thus A0 and Al are both empty. If k,X < a and xeA,

we define

S(XIk)x  =   [* ** = ]'
\cK(dKX-x) if k¥= X.

Some common properties of these concepts which we will use without proof

are as follows, where k, X, p, x and y are arbitrary, as before:

(10) eK0 = 0,

(11) 6,1 = 1,
(12) eKx = x,

(13) eK(x+eKy) = eKx+eKy,

(14) eK(x-y) = eKx-eKy,

(15) if x = y then eKx _ eKy,

(16) eK(-dKX + x)= -eK(-dKX+ -x),

(17) Ax = A(-x),

(18) A(x-y) S AxuAy,
(4) For further information on cylindric algebras, as well as for notation not explicitly

introduced here, see [7].
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(19) A(V)çAx~W,
(20) A(dKX) is empty or equal to {k,X},

(21) S(X/k) is an endomorphism of (A, +,-, — )>,

(22) S(X/k)ck = cK,

(23) S(X¡K)dKI¡ = dXllif k ¥= X,p,

(24) dKX-S(X/K)x = dKX-x,

(25) S(p/X)S(XIk) = S(pIX)S(pIk).
The following unusual set-theoretic notation will be used later on. We let

K x. A = {(K,X}:i<eKand Xe A and k =£ X}. Also, | A\ is the cardinal number

of y4. The identity mapping on a set A is denoted by c>¿. If/is a function, we let

f_1*(A) = {x:f(x)eA}. If /c is an ordinal, then k = {X:X<k}.

2. Lemmas. In this section we shall prove a number of lemmas which re-

volve about several new concepts which are here introduced. The main technical

details of the paper are absorbed in these lemmas. Throughout the section 21 will

be a fixed but arbitrary CAa; we assume that 0 < a < co.

If if,A ça, we let

9(K,A) =      I A   dKX.
<kX>eKX\

In the following theorem we summarize some useful properties of these general-

ized diagonal elements.

Theorem 1.

(i) 9(0, A) = 9(K,0) = 0,
(ii) 9({k},{k}) = 0,

(iii) ifK^X, then 9({k},{X}) = dKk,

(iv) if\A\>i,K¥=A,and Zf,A#0, then 9(K,A) # 0,
(v) 9({k], A) = 9({k}, A ~ {*}) = 9({k}, A u {k}) ,

(vi) 9(K, A) + S(M, A) = 9(K \j M, A),

(vii) 9(K,A) + 9(K,M) = 9(K,AuM),
(viii) ^(Ä",A) = 9(A,K),

(ix) if p$K\jA, then eß9(K, A) = S>(if, A),
(x) AeK9({K},A)^A~{K},

(xi) if k$A, X eA, and xeA,then

cx(9({K},A)-x)=cx(dKX-x) + 9({K},A~{X})-cxx,

(xii)    if k e K C\ A, then

eK9(K,A) = eK(^({K},A) + #(*,{«})) + ¿2(#~ {k},A ~ {k}),

(xiii)   iftceK^A, then eK9(K,A) = eK9({K},A) + 9(K~ {/c},A ~ {«}),

(xiv)   i/ k.A* A, i/ien S(A/k)^({k},A) = ^({¿},A),

(xv)    i/ A £ K\j A and k e K n A, f/ien

S(X/k)9(K,A) = 0((tf ~ {/c})u W,(A ~ {k})u {A}),
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(xvi)   if K,XeA, then

S({k,X},A) - S({k}, A ~ {k,X}) + dKX + S({X},A ~ {k,X}),

(xvü)  ifK,XeA, then S({k,X},A) = S({k},A ~ {X}) + S({X},A),

(xviii) if kéîçA and AgA~.tT, then

S({k},A~{X})+S(K~{k},A~{k}) = S(K,A~(Ku{X}))+S(K~{k},Kv{X}),

(xix) if K^ A and XeA ~K, thenS({X},A)+S(K,A~{X}) = S(Ku{X},A),
(xx) »/ k ̂  ÜC, ínen ^(üíu {*}, K<u {*}) = ^(i?, Ä) + S({k}, K).

Proof. We prove only the less trivial parts of this theorem, which are con-

sidered to be the following:

(iv) Say íl~A#0, and choose kgK~ A. Choose Xe A. Thus k ^ X, and

hence dKX^S(K,A). Thus 1 = cKdKX^ cKS(K,A) from which it follows, since

0*1, that S(K,A)*0.

(xii) Assuming KeKnA, we have

eK9(K,A) = eK(S(K, A ~ {*}) + S(K, {*})) (vii)

= eK(S({K}, A ~ {k}) + S(K ~ {k}, A ~ {k}) + <£(#, {*})   (vi)

= eK(S({K}, A) + S(K,{k})) + S(K~ {*}, A ~ {*}).

(xiii)   The statement may be proved by applying (xii) and (viii), noting that

under the given assumption one has S(K,{k}) = S(A,{k}).

(xviii)   First note that under the given assumptions we have

[A ~ (K\j {A})] u (K ~ {k}) = A ~ {k, X}.

Hence

S({k},A ~ {A}) + 0(/f~ {k}, A ~ {*})

= 0({k}, A ~ {k,X}) + S(K~ {k},A ~ {k,X}) + S(K~ {k},{X})

= S(K,A~{k,X}) + S(K~ {k},{X})

= S(K,A ~ (Xu {A})) + S(K,K~ {k}) + S(K~ {k},{X})

= S(K,A ~ (Kv {A})) + S(K~ {k},Kkj {A}). Q.E.D.

Suppose xeA and Ax £ {0}. Then for k < a we let x[/c] = S(k/0)x; if K c a

we let x(Ä) = S,c£kx[k]- Thus, in particular, x(0) = 0. Elementary properties

of this concept are given in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.   Assume that xeA and Ax s {0}. Then

(i)   if k i K, then cK(x(K) ■ v) - x(K) ■ cKy,

(ii) Ax(K) £ K,
(iii) S(XIk)xIk] = x[A],

(iv) ifK$K, then x[k] • 0({k},ä) = x(X),

(v)   ifKeKr\A,then
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eK[_9(K,A)+x(K)-]

= eK{9({K},K) + 9(A,{k}) + x[k]] + 9(K~ {k},A ~ {*}) + x(K~{tc}),

(vi) if k e K £ A, then

eK[9(K,A) + x(Kj] = eK\9({K},A) + x[k]] + 9(K~ {k},A ~ {k}) + x(K~{k}).

Proof.   The least trivial part of the theorem is part (v). Under the hypothesis

of (v) we have

eK[_9(K,A) + x(K)-]

= eK[9({K},A) + 9(K,{k}) + 9(K~{k},A ~ {*}) + x(K~ {k}) + x[k]]

= eK[9({K},A)+9(K,{K}) +x[kJ}+9(K~ {k},A ~ {k}) +x(K~ {k}).Q.E.D.

The next two theorems become more transparent if one considers the special

case a = 3 and x = 0. One then obtains as a special case of the second lemma

the equation

eo^i^oi + do2 + dl2) = e0exe2(d0y + d02 + d12).

This equation holds in every CA3. The logical counterpart of this equation is

the equivalence

A»oA"i(»o = vl V v0 = v2 V Vy =v2)

<->■ A "0 A V1 A V2(Vo =I'iVDo=l,2Vl'l =v2),

which is universally valid. The inequality in Theorem 4 is just a generalized

version of this simple equality.

Theorem 3.   Suppose iga, icea, XeK, xeA, and Ax s {0}. Then

eK\9({K},K) + x[k]] ^ eKe¿9({K,X},K) + x({K,X})-].

Proof.   For brevity let y = eK\ß>({K],K) + xfjcj]. We may assume without

loss of generality that k =£ X. Then

y = eK\_9({K},K~ {k}) + x[kJ] Theorem 1 (v)

^ cx(y ■ [9({k},K~ {k}) + x[kJ]) §1(12), Cl

= cx(9({k), K ~ {k}) ■ y) + x[k] ■ cxy Theorem 2 (i)

= cÁ.dKx ' y) + @({k},K ~ {k,X}) • cxy + x[k] • cxy Theorem 1 (xi)

^ Cx(dKx- y) + ®{{k},K~ {k,X}) + x[k]

= ex(-dKX + y) + 9({k},K~ {k,X}) + x[k]

= ex[-dKX + y + 9({k},K~ {k,X}) + x[K]].

Hence
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y = exeK[-dKX + y + S({k},K~ {k,X}) + xIk]]

= ex(y + eKl-dKX + S({k},K~ {k,X}) + x[kJ])

= ex(y + S(X/k)IS({k},K~ {k,X}) + x[k]])

= ex(y + S({X},K~ {k,X}) + x[A])       Theorem 1 (xiv),Theorem 2 (iii)

= eKexlS({K},K~ {k}) + S({X},K~ {k}) + x[/c] + x[A]]

- eKex[S({K,X},K~ {k}) + x({/c,A})] Theorem 1 (vi)

= eKex[S({K, X}, K) + x({k,X})] Q.E.D.

For the next theorem we need the notion of a generalized e-operator. If K £ a,

say with K= {/c(0), ■■■,k(m)}, let e(K) = eK(0)• • • eK(m); in case K = 0, let e(K) be

the identity function on /I. According to §1,C3, this definition is unambiguous.

We shall refrain from enumerating the very easy properties of this generalized

e-operator.

Theorem 4.   Suppose K ç A s a, k g A, x g A, and Ax £ {0}. Then

e(K){S(K,A) + x(K)~\ = e(Ku {k})\_S(K u {k},A) + x(Ku {*})].

Proof.   We may assume that k£K. The inequality is obvious if K = 0, and

is given by Theorem 3 for | K\ = 1. Hence assume | K\ > 1.

For any A e K we have

e(/I)[0(A:,A)-l-x(/O]

= e(K~{X})ex[S(K,A)+x(K)-\

= e(#~ {A})(eA[^({A}, A) + x[A]] + ^(X~{A},A~ {A}) +x(K~ {A}))

Theorem 2 (vi)

= e(K~ {X})(exeK\S({K,X}, A) + x({K,A})]

+ S(K ~{X},A~ {X}) + x(K ~ {X})) Theorem 3

= e(K)(eK[S({K,X},A) + x({k,A})] + S(AT~ {A}, A ~ {A}) + x(K~ {A}))

= e(/i)(eK[^({A}, A ~ {*}) + ^({k}, A) + x[k] + x[A]]

+ ^(#~ {A}, A ~ {A}) + x(/T~ {A})) Theorem 1 (xvii)

= e(K)(eK{S({K},A) + x[k]] + S>({A}, A ~ {k})

+ <2(if~ {A}, A ~ {A}) + x[A] + x(K~ {X}))

= e(K)(eK[_S({K}, A) + x[kJ] + 0(if, A ~ (K U {*}))

+ 0(# ~{X},KU {k}) + x(K)).

Hence we obtain
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e(K)l9(K,A) + x(K)]

Í   fi e(K)(eK{9({K}, A) + x[/<]] + 9(K, A ~ (Au {k}))

+ 9(K~{X},Ku{k}) +x(K))

= e(K) J] (eK[9({K},A) + x[k]] + 9(K,A ~ (Ku{k}))
X eK

+ 9(K~{X},Kv{k})+x(K))

= e(K)(eK[_9({K},A) + x[k]] + 9(K, A ~ (Ku {k}))

+ x(K)+ fi 9(K~{X},Kkj{k})).
X e K

Now suppose (p,v}e(K~{X}) x (Ku{k}). If v^k, then d„v S9(K,K).

Assume on the other hand that v = k. Then it is clear that

dllv-9(K~ {p},Ku {k}) ̂  9(K,K). From these two facts we infer that

J! 9(K ~ {X}, K u {/c}) ̂ 9(K, K).
X eK

Thus, if we continue the preceding chain of inequalities we get

e(K)[9(K,A)+x(K)']

^ e(K)(eK\9({K},A) + x[k]] + 9(K,A ~ (Ku{k})) + x(K) + 9(K,K))

= e(Ku {k})[9({k},A) +x\k~\+9(K,A~(K\j{k}))+x(K) + 9(K,K)]

= e(K U {tc}) [9(K U {k}, A) + x(K U {k})] . Q.E.D.

Another generalization of the notion of diagonal elements of a cylindric

algebra is obtained by setting, for K s a,

d(K) =    n  dKX.
k,X eK

Thus d(K)= 1 if \K\ ^ 1. Further elementary properties of this concept will

be used without proof.

If x e A, Ax £ {0}, and Kça, we set

n(x,K) = ] [ x[k].
xeK

Elementary properties of this concept follow.

Theorem 5.   Suppose x,yeA and Ax, Ay s {0}.  Then

(i)   if KeK and X$K, then S(X¡K)n(x,K) = n(x,(K~ {k})U{A}),

(ii)  n(x,K\JA) = n(x,K)-n(x,A),

(iii) if ÄV 0, t/ien n(x,K) + x(Ä) = x(Ä),

(iv) ifK$K, then x[k] • n(-x,K) ■ 9({k},K) = 0,
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(v)   -n(x,K) = (-x)(K),

(vi) ifx ■ y = 0, KC\ A = 0 and K,A * 0, then it(x,K)-it(y,A)-S(K,A) = 0.

Proof.   We consider only the nontrivial parts (iv) and (vi).

(iv) We compute:

x\K\-it(-x,K)-S({K},K)=   I (x[K]-dKA-7t(-x,Ä))

=   I  (x[_X-\-dKk-it(-x,K))

= 0.

(vi) Under the given assumptions, if Keif and A g A, then

n(x,K)-it(y,A)-dKX = x[k] • >>[A] • dKX

= x[k] • v[k] • dKX

= (x'y)[K]-dKl

= 0.

Theorem 6.   If 0 * A s a, x e A, and Ax s {0}, then

2ZÍ-S(K,K)-it(x,A)-it(-x,K~A)- I   dQT)) = 1,

the sum being taken over the set s^ of all triples (ß>,K,A'y such that & is a

partition of A, \Kr\T\ = 1 for all Tea?, and A çK.

Proof. The following temporary notation is used in this proof. If xg^4,

we let ( — 1) • x = —x and ( + 1) • x = x. Also, we let A' be the set of all functions

mapping A x A into { — 1, + 1}.

We have by the finite distributive law

i =  n (dKX + -dKX)

= i n (/(MW*,).
/ e A' k ,á e A

Now suppose/e A'. We shall now verify the following inequality:

(2) fi  f(«> *)'dKxû   I ( - ®{K, K) ■ f] d(T)\ ,

the sum being taken over the set 08 of all pairs (8P, K} such that 2P is a partition

of A and \Kf\Y\ = l for all Te0>.

For k,AgA, define k = A if and only if/(K,A) = + 1. If k^k for some kg A,

then f(K,K)= — 1, /(k, k) • dKK = 0, and (2) obviously holds. Hence we may

assume that = is reflexive on A. In a similar manner it is seen that we may assume
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that = is actually an equivalence relation on A. Let 0> = A/= be the associated

partition of A, and let K be any subset of A such that | K n T | = 1 for all F e 0>.

Then clearly

[I  f(K,X)-dKX= -9(K,K)-Y\ d(T),

and (2) again follows. From (1) and (2) we obtain

(3) X(-9(K,K)-Yl d(r)\ = 1,
\ rea» /

the sum being taken over 38.

Given (3P,KyeS8 we have, again using the finite distributive law, and for

brevity letting K' be the set of all functions mapping K into { —1, + 1},

i = n (*m + -*M)
KCK

= i n c/w-xM)
/eK'  k eK

l(n(x,A)-n(-x,K~A));

combining this with (3) the desired result follows.

The generalized c-operator is defined analogously to the generalized e-operator :

for Tea we let c(T) = cK(0)---cK(m), where r = {ic(0),---,fc(m)}; for T = 0,

c(T) is again the identity mapping on A.

If k ^ a and xeA with Ax s {0}, we let L(x,k) = c(k)( — 9(k,k) • k(x,k)).

Intuitively, confusing algebra and logic for simplicity, L(x,k) states that there

are at least k things such that x holds. We want to prove first that L(x,k) does

not depend upon the particular variables used in this statement. Note that

L(x,0) = 1 and L(x,l) = c0x.

Theorem 7. // K^a, KeK, Xea~K, xeA, and Ax ç {0}, then

e(K)(9(K, K) + - n(x, K)) = e(A) (9(A, A) + - n(x, A)), where A = (K~ {k}) u{X} .

Proof.   We have

e(K)(9(K,K) + - rt(x,K)) = e(K~ {K})eKex(-dxX+ 9(K,K) + -n(x,K))

= e(A)eK(-dKX + 9(K,K) + -n(x,K))

= e(A)S(X/K)(9(K,K) + -n(x,K))

= e(A)(9(A,A) + -n(x,A))

Theorem 1 (xv), Theorem 5 (i).

Theorem 8.   If Kz a, xeA, and Ax s {0}, then

e(K)(9(K,K) + -n(x,K)) = -L(x,\K\).
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Proof. The statement is trivial if K = a, so assume K=±a. Let A be the least

element of a ~ K. If for every kgK we have k < X, the conclusion is again

trivial, so assume that we are given kg if with X<k. Let A = (K~ {k})u {A}. By

Theorem 7 we have e(K)(S(K,K)+ -n(x,K)) = e(A)(S(A,A) + -n(x,A)),

and the desired conclusion follows by induction.

Theorem 9. // x,yeA, x ■ y = 0, Ax, Ay £ {0}, and k + X = a, then

L(x,k) ■ L(y,X) _ L(x + y,tc + X).

Proof.   Choose K,Aça with [ä| = k, |A|=A, and üínA = 0. Then

L(x,K)-L(y,X) = c(K)(-S(K,K)-ii(x,K))-c(A)(-S(A,A)-it(y,A))

= c(KuA)(-S(K,K) ■ -S(A,A) ■ n(x,K) ■ n(y,A))

= c(KuA)(-S(K,K)- -S(A,A)- -S(K,A) ■ n(x + y,K)

■ n(x + y,A))

= c(KuA)(-S(KvA,KvA)-it(x+y,KuA))

= L(x + y,K + A).

Our last lemma combines most of the preceding lemmas to give an expression

for the action of a cylindrification in terms of the basic building blocks which

have been discussed. This is an algebraic form of the classical logical method

of elimination of quantifiers.

Theorem 10.   1/ 0 # A £ a, k e a ~ A, x g A, and Ax £ {0}, then

ckI-S({k},A)-x[kJ] = fi lL(x,\K\+l)+S(K,K) + -n(x,K)l
k=a

Proof.   We prove each inequality separately.

Part 1. =. Suppose K ç A. Let A = K\j {k}. Then

-L(x,\K\ +1)- -S(K,K)-n(x,K)

= e(A)(S>(A,A) + -?r(x,A))- -S(K,K) ■ n(x,K) Theorem 8

= eKe(K)(S(K,R) + S({k},K) + -x[k] + -n(x,K))- -S(K,K)-n(x,K)

Theorem 1 (xx)

= eK(S(K,K) + S({k},K) + -x[k] + - 7t(x, K)) ■ - S(K,K) ■ n(x, K)

= (S(K,K) + -n(x,K) + eK(S({K},K) + -n(x,K))) ■ -S(K,K) ■ n(x,K)

= eK(S({K},K) + -n(x,K))

^ eK(^({K},A) + -it(x,K)).
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Part 2.    ^. Let 0> be any partition of A, and suppose if £ A, \Knr\ = 1

for each Yet?, and suppose A £ K. Then

-9(K,K)-n(x,A)-n(-x,K~ A)-\\ d(Y)\[ lL(x,\T\ + \)+9(T,Y) +-n(x,T)~\
Te& TEA

^ -9(K,K)-7t(x,A)-n(-x,K~A)-l\d(r)-(L(x,\A\+l) + 9(A,A)+-7i(x,A))
r e®

^ L(x,|A| +l)-n(-x,K~A)- ]1 d(T)
r e»

= c(Au{k})(-9(Av{k},Av{k})-ti(x,Au{k}))-ii(-x,K~A)- [] d(T)
Tea»

^ ck(-^({k}, A) ■ x[k]) • n(-x,K~ A) • 11 ¿(D Theorem 4

= ci-^(W,A) • x[k] • «(-x.ü:- A) • fi d(T)\
\ Te»!

S cJ-9({k},A) ■ x[k] • -9({k},K~A) • fi d(T)\
\ Tea» /

= ck(-®({k},K)-x[k]- n ¿(H)
\ rea» /

^ck(-9({k},A)-x[kJ).

An application of Theorem 6 now completes the proof.

3. Singulary cylindric algebras. A CAa 31 is singulary if it is generated by

a set P such that | Ax | ^ 1 for every xeP. In the special case in which P = 0,

31 is said to be a prime cylindric algebra. Obviously every CA,, 31 with a > 0 has

a prime subalgebra, which may also be characterized as the unique minimum

subalgebra of 31. We let SAa (resp. PAJ be the class of all singulary (resp. prime)

CAa's. In this section assume 0 < a < co.

First we note a simpler characterization of the singulary algebras.

Theorem 11. // 31 e SA,,, then 31 is generated by a set Q such that Ax £ {0}

for all xeQ.

Proof. Let 31 be generated by a set P such that |Ax| ^ 1 for all xeP. For

each xeP choose kx such that Ax £ {kx}. Let Q = {S(0/kx)x :xeP}. Since

S(kxI0)S(0Ikx)x = x for each xeP, Q is the desired set.

From Theorem 10 the following simple property of singulary algebras follows.

Theorem 12. If 31 g SA, and 31 is generated by a set P such that Ax £ {0}

for each xeP, then 3IB = (A, +,-, — > coincides with the Boolean algebra

generated by the following elements: dxX(K,X < a), x[k] (xeP and k <a), and

L(x,k) (k < a, x a member of the subalgebra of 3IB generated by P).

An easy consequence of this theorem is as follows.
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Theorem 13. If 2íeSAa and 23 is a finitely generated subalgebra of 31,

then 23 is finite. Moreover, there is a finite set P S/4 such that Ax £ {0} for

each x e P, SB is a subalgebra of the subalgebra G of 31 generated by P, and (£

is finite.

Theorem 14. If SJIgSA^ and 31 is generated by a finite set P such that

Ax £ {0} for each xeP, then there is a finite set Q such that Q generates

31, Ax £ {0} for each xeQ, and x ■ y = 0 for distinct x,yeQ.

Proof.   Let P = {p0,"-,P„-i} with p biunique. Then 21 is generated by

{n/ÍO-P^/eí-l. + l}"}

(with the notation used in the proof of Theorem 6), and the nonzero elements

of this set may be taken for Q.

With this theorem we have arrived at a simple type of object which is easy

to classify. By an a-singulary couple we mean a pair <3I,(2> such that

(i)   2lGSAa,

(ii)   Q generates 31,

(iii) for all xeQ we have Ax = {0},

(iv) Q is finite,

(v)   x- y = 0 for distinct x, ye Q,

(vi) 31 is simple.

Given any such couple, let Q+ = Q u {1}. We associate with every a-singulary

couple <3I,g> a function /(2I,Ô) mapping g+ into a + 1, as follows. For

xeQ+, we let (/(3I,ô))(x) = the greatest k = oc such that L(x,k)= 1 (recall

that L(x,0) = 1). Two monadic pairs <3I,ß> and <23,P> are said to be cor-

responding if there is a biunique function g mapping Q onto P such that

(f(%Q))(x) = (/(23,P))(g(x))/cr all xeQ,

and

(/0H,Ô))(1) = (/(23,P))(1).

Then g is called a correspondence from <3I,8> to <93,P>. We shall see that

in such a case 31 is isomorphic to 23.

To reduce possible confusion in the succeeding theorems, it is convenient to

introduce for each a such that 0 < a < cu and for each k < co a first order logic

F„,K. The nonlogical constants of FaK are as follows:

individual constants:   0, dXfl (X,p < a),kx (X < a,p < k).

operation symbols:    - (singulary), +, • (binary).

Actually we are only interested in variable-free terms (VFT) of FaK. If <3I,ß>

is an a-singulary couple and / is a biunique function mapping k = \ Q | onto Q,

and if cr is a VFT in FaK, then by VatfS(cr) we mean that element of A obtained
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by interpreting dXl¡ as dXß (X,p < a), fc£ as (f(p))[X~] (X < a, p < k), - as -, +

as +, • as -, and 0 as 0.

Theorem 15. // <3I,ß> is an a-singulary couple with \Q\ = k and a is a

VFT in ^XK, and if X < a, then there is a VFT x in !FaK such that

c.Val»/ff) = Val«./T)

whenever f is a biunique function mapping k onto Q and g is a correspondence

from <3I,ß) to a singulary pair <33,P>. Moreover, if dßn or k^ occurs in x,

then p and n are distinct from X and they occur as subscripts of d or k in a.

This theorem is easily proved using Theorem 10 and the definition of corre-

spondence between singulary pairs. The import of Theorem 15 is that the "elim-

ination of quantifiers" of Theorem 10 can be done uniformly for corresponding

pairs.

Theorem 16. // g is a correspondence between a-singulary pairs <3I,ß>

and <93,P),/ is a biunique mapping of k = \Q\ onto Q, and if a is a VFT

of J^K, then Valjf(rj) = 0 if and only if ValJ./a) = 0.

Proof. Since for any element x in any CAa and any X < a we have x = 0 if

and only if cxx = 0, Theorem 15 can be used inductively to limit ourselves to

the case in which o does not contain any occurrences of the individual constants

dXtt or fcj. This case is trivial.

Theorem 17.   If <3I,ß> and <93,P> are corresponding, then 31 = 33.

Proof. In accordance with Theorem 12 and the simplicity of 31, 31 coincides

with the Boolean algebra generated by the elements dxX and x[k] (k,X < a, x e Q).

Similar considerations apply to 33. Hence in accordance with a well-known

result in the theory of Boolean algebras(5), by Theorem 16 the Boolean parts

of 31 and 33 are isomorphic. The isomorphism can be chosen so that dxX (in 31)

corresponds to dxX (in 33), for all k,X < a. By Theorem 15 the isomorphism

preserves the cylindric operations also.

Theorem 18. // <3I,Q> is an a-singulary couple and (/(3I,ß))(l) < a,

then

2 (f(%Q))(x) = (/(3I,ß))(l).
x eQ

Proof. Assume the contrary. For brevity let/=/(3I,Q). Note that/(x) ^/(l)

for all xeQ. Choose ?£g and xeQ~P such that I,eP/O0^/(l) while

Zyepf(y) +f(x)>f(l). Let IyePf(y) = k and let X =/(l) + 1 - k. Then

(5) See [13, Theorem 12.2].
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1 =   Il E(y,f(y)) ■ L(x,f(x))
y eP

=  TI L(y,f(y))-L(x,X)
y eP

= l(Sj+x,   I  f(y)+x) Theorem 9
\yeP y bP 1

= L(l,/(1) + 1),

which is a contradiction.

Theorem 19. If <3I,ß> is an a-singulary couple, then there is a correspond-

ing couple <23,P> such that 23 is a CSa.

Proof.   We distinguish two cases.

Case 1. (/(3I,ß))(l) < a. Let U he a set with (/(3I,ß))(l) elements. Let g

be a function with domain ß such that g(x) £ U and |g(x)| = (/(3I,Q))(x)

for each xeQ, and g(x)n gfj>) = 0 for distinct x,y eQ; there is such a function

g by Theorem 18. For each xeQ, let

n(x) = {yeU°:y(0)eg(x)}.

Let 23 be the subalgebra of the cylindric algebra of all subsets of U" gen-

erated by the range of h, and let P be the range of n. Clearly <23,P> is an a-singu-

lary couple and n is a correspondence from <3I,ß> to <23,P>.

Case 2. (/(3I,ß))(l) = a. Let U be a set of any cardinality greater than or

equal to the maximum of a and E* eQ(/(3I,ß))(x). The further details are just

like in Case 1.

From Theorems 17 and 19 we obtain

Theorem 20. // <3I,ß> is an a-singulary couple, then 31 is isomorphic

to a CSa.

The main result of this section can now be proved.

Theorem 21.   SA,, £ RCAa.

Proof. Suppose 3ÍGSAa; then by Theorem 2.5 of [7], 31 is isomorphic to a

subdirect product of simple CAa's {23¡:/g/}. It suffices to show that for any i,

23¡ is representable. Since 23¡ is a homomorphic image of 3Í we have 23¡ g SAa.

In accordance with Theorem 2.13 of [7] it suffices to show that an arbitrary

finitely generated subalgebra G of 23¡ is representable. By Theorem 13 there is

a pair <Î),P> such that Î) is a subalgebra of 23;, (£ is a subalgebra of T>, P gen-

erates X), Ax £ {0} for each xeP, and P is finite. It suffices to show that 3) is

representable. By Theorem 2.5 of [7], D is simple. Hence by Theorem 14 there

is a ß such that <î), ß > is an a-singulary couple. Hence by Theorem 20, Î) is

representable.
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Hence, of course, every prime cylindric algebra is representable (take the

empty set of generators). Possible improvements in the result of Theorem 21,

along the lines of cardinality conditions on dimension sets of elements of a cy-

lindric algebra, seem unlikely but not impossible. In [7] there is mentioned a

nonrepresentable CAa, a 2:3, generated by three elements x,y,z with

Ax,Ay,Az £ {0,---,a - 2}. Thus for a = 3 the most obvious possible improve-

ment of Theorem 21 is false. For a > 3 this nonrepresentable algebra at least

puts an upper bound on the possible improvements of Theorem 21.

By an identity in the theory of CAa's one means the universal closure of an

equation involving formal symbols for +, -, —, cK and dKX(K,X < a) as well as

individual variables. Because of Theorem 10 and Theorem 21 the following

result is easy to prove.

Theorem 22. There is an algorithm for deciding whether or not an identity

holds in every SAa.

Of course by "algorithm" we mean that after a suitable Gödel numbering

the decision method can be expressed by a recursive function.

4. Singulary polyadic equality algebras.   A polyadic I-algebra is a system

31= <^,+,-,-,l(J), S(t)>JS/>teI/

such that <[A, +,-,-> is a Boolean algebra, j(J) and S(x) are singulary opera-

tions on A for each J £ / and x e I1, and the following axioms hold for all x, y e A,

J,KçI, and o,xel':

PI.  3(J)0 = 0,

P2. x^3(J)x,

P3. 3(J)(x-3(J)y) = 3(J)x-3(J)y,

P4. S(o)(x + y) = S(o)x + S(o)y,

P5. S(o)(-x) = -S(o)x,

P6. S(A)x = x,
P7. S(o-ot)x = S(o)S(x)x,

P8. 3(0)x = x,

P9. 3(JuK)x = 3(J)3(K)x,

P10.S(<r)3(J)x = S(t)3(J)x ifcr\I~J = x\I~J,
P11.3(J)S(t)x = S(t)3(t-1*(J)) if* \ *_1V) is biunique.
The most elementary properties of polyadic algebras, such as are given in

the first part of [4], will be used without proof or specific reference.

A polyadic equality I-algebra is a system

31 = <A,+,;-,l(J),S(x),E(i,j)yJSI,ze¡l¡ij€l

such that {A, +,-, -,^(J),S(x)yJSI^eJi is a polyadic /-algebra, E(i,j)eA for

each i,jel, and the following axioms hold for all xe4, i,jel, and te/1:
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El. S(x)E(i,j) = E(x(i),x(j)),

E2. E(i,j)= 1,

E3. x ■ E(i,j) = S(j/i)x, where (jji) is that element of /'suchthat (jß)(k) = k

if k * t and 070(0 = /•
Again we will assume without proof elementary properties of polyadic equality

algebras. If 31 is a polyadic equality a-algebra, a an ordinal, then

<A, +,;-,3({k}), E(K,X)\tX<a

is a cylindric algebra. Hence we can hope to use the results of the preceding

section to obtain information about polyadic equality algebras.

A polyadic equality algebra is singulary if it is generated by a set P such that

| Ax| = 1 for each xgP. A polyadic equality set I-algebra(6) is a system

<A,KJ,n,~,3'(J),S'(x),E'(i,j)}JSItTeIi>iJel

such that for some set U, A is a field of subsets of U1, E(i,j) eA, and A is closed

under the singulary operations 3'(J) and S'(x) (J £/,te/'), where

51. 3'(J)00 = {ye U1: there is a z ex with y\I~J = z\I~J},

52. S'(x)(x) = {yeU':yoxex},

53. E'(i,j) = {yeUI:y(i) = y(j)}.

A representable polyadic equality algebra is a polyadic equality algebra which

is isomorphic to a subdirect product of polyadic equality set algebras.

Theorem 23. Every singulary polyadic equality algebra is representable.

Proof. Let 31 be a singulary polyadic equality /-algebra; we may assume

that J = a, an ordinal. We assume 0 < a < cu. Let

31" = <A, +,-,-, 3({K}),£(K,A)>KiA<a.

Then 3l~ is an SAa. By Theorem 21, 3I~ is isomorphic, say by an isomorphism

/, to a subdirect product of CS^'s {23,:i g T}. Since each 23, is a homomorphic

image of 31", each 23, is singulary. It is easy to verify using Theorem 12 that,

for each Tea", P, is closed under S'(x). Let prt be the projection from flf ei^t

into Bt:prt(g) = g(t) for all t e T and g in the product. Then, if in accordance

with Theorem 11, ß is a set generating 3I_ such that Ax £ {0} for all x g ß, and

if k, A < a, t g a", and xeQ, then

(pr,o/)(S(t)L(x,K)) = (pr,o/)(L(x,K))

= S'(t)(pr,o/)(L(x,K)),

(pr,of)(S(x)dKX)       = (pr,of)dl0c)T(X)

= dziK)zW

= S'(x)((prtof)(dKX)),

(6) Apart from trivial technical details this is the same as Halmos' concept of an O-value

functional /-algebra with functional equality.
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(pr,o/)(S(T)x[K]) = (pr(o/)(x[T(K)])

= ((pr,o/)(x))[T(K)]

= S'(T)((pr,o/)(x[K])).

Now since each B, is closed under S'(t) for each x e a*, operations can be defined

on B, to form a polyadic set a-algebra 33,' such that 93,' ~ = 93,. The operations

can be extended pointwise to flier^c The above equations show that for

each t e T, prtof is a homomorphism of 31 onto 93j. Hence / is an isomorphism of

31 onto a subdirect product of the 93,'s.      Q.E.D.

An independent proof of Theorem 22 can be given by modifying the proof

for Theorem 21 suitably. If this is carried out, certain details in the proofs of

§2 become much easier. Nonetheless, the complete proof remains rather lengthy.

The notions of a singulary polyadic algebra (without equality), a polyadic

set algebra, and a representable polyadic algebra should be clear without

specific definitions.

Theorem 24.   Every singulary polyadic algebra is representable.

Remark. This theorem is considerably less "deep" than the preceding re-

sults. Hence it seems advisable to give two proofs for the result—one based on

the preceding theorems and hence short, and one independent, longer proof.

First Proof. By Theorem (7.14) of [5], every polyadic /-algebra can be em-

bedded in a polyadic equality /-algebra. Clearly if we start with a singulary al-

gebra, by taking an appropriate subalgebra of the equality algebra we can embed

in a singulary equality algebra. Hence the desired result follows by Theorem 22

(we assume 0 < |/| < co).

Second Proof.   Let

31 =  04,+,-,-,3(J),S(T)>JS7;tei/

be a singulary polyadic algebra with / nonempty but otherwise arbitrary. Since

31 is semisimple, it is isomorphic to a subdirect product of simple singulary

algebras. In short, we may assume that 31 is simple. Let B = {xeA:Ax £ {i}},

where /is a fixed element of /. As in the proof of Theorems 11 and 12 it can be

seen that (A, +,-,-> is the Boolean algebra generated by {S(j/i)x:jel and

xeB}. Clearly <B, +,-,-> is a subalgebra of (A, +,-,->. By Boolean rep-

resentation there is a set U and an isomorphism g of <B, +, •, — > into the Boolean

algebra of all subsets of U. It is easy to see that there is a function / such that

f(S(j/i)x) = {yeU':yjeg(x)}

for all je I and xeB. If

SUilQxi.S(jmli)xm = 0,
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with X!,-",xmGB, then as is easily seen there is a subsequence xko,---,xkn such

that  jko = -= jkn   and   xko.xkn = 0.   Hence   g(xko.xkn) = 0,   and   so

f(S(jkJi)(xk0.xj) = 0.

Since clearly

f(S(jJi)xk0) n - nf(S(jkJi)xkn) = f(S(jkJi)(xk0.xj),

it follows that

f(S(Jili)Xl)n... n/(SOm/0xm) = 0.

Since {S(jli)x:jel and xgP} is closed under complements, it follows that/

can be extended to a homomorphism of <-4, +,-, — > into the Boolean algebra

of all subsets of U1. It is easily seen as in §3 that/preserves the polyadic opera-

tions as well. This completes the proof.

The situation concerning possible improvements of Theorems 23 and 24 is

essentially the same as in the cylindric case.

Theorem 25. The decision problem for the identities holding in all singu-

lary polyadic equality algebras (or polyadic algebras without equality) is

recursively solvable.

5. Applications to logic. As we have seen in §4, for singulary algebras one can

go back and forth from cylindric to polyadic equality structures. Hence in con-

sidering applications to logic we may as well restrict ourselves to, say, singulary

cylindric algebras.

By an a-singulary logic (1 < a < co) we mean a first order logic with equality,

with the usual formulation rules, and with the following primitive symbols:

I. Logical constants.

A. Individual variables: t>0»t,i>'">va-i-

B. Connectives: V» A, —1, A-

C. Equality:  =.

II. Nonlogical constants: arbitrarily many singulary predicate symbols.

As axioms we take the following:

Al. <p, if c/> is tautologous,

A2. A«(0-nW-»(A*0-»A«tfO,
A3. c6->Aa0> if a does not occur freely in <p,

A4. f\a<p-+(f>,
A5. -|A<x~|a= ß, i/a*/?,
A6. a = ß -* (<p -» t/0, if 0 is atomic and \p is obtained from <p by replacing

one occurrence of a by ß.

As rules of inference we take detachment and generalization. The connectives

-+,«-►, V are defined as usual.

This system of logic is just the restriction of a system of Tarski's to finitely

many variables(7).

(') See [14].
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If T is a set of sentences, tp a formula, we write T rep, to mean that cb is for-

mally derivable from T; the corresponding semantic notion isthat T kep,meaning

that every model of T is a model of the universal closure of cb.

Given an a-singulary logic 2F, we form an algebraic system %(!F) associated

with !F. Namely, 3I(Jr) = (A, +,-, —,cK,dKXyK<x<x, where A is the set of all for-

mulas of 3F, <p +\p = cpyip, (p-ip = cp A*P, —<P = ~\<P, cK(p=\JvKcb, and

dKx= vk = vx f°r all cp,\peA and k,X < a. If T is a set of sentences of #", we

define cb =rip if and only if T\-tp*-*\p, for all cb,ipeA. Clearly =r is a con-

gruence relation on 9I(Jr), thus giving rise to an algebra 3I(^r)/ = r.

Theorem 26.   3I(ir)/ = r is an SAa.

Proof.   The axioms for cylindric algebras are verified as follows.

Cl. This axiom follows from the fact that \-f\acp->ep for every variable a

and formula cb.

C2. We need to show that \-\/a(cp A \/a\p)<-> \Jacb A \/oap for all <p,

ipeA and for all variables a. It suffices to prove the dual /\a(0-> f\a\p)

<->(/\a~\<p V Aa0)- We have:

r-A«(^-*A#) -* A«nA«^"l«.

i-A«(^A#) -+ C1A«^-*A«~\<I>),

rA«(<P^A«<P) -* (A<*~](PV A«*P)-

In the other direction,

h(AaH0 VA#) -♦ n^VA«^).

h(Aan</- VA#) -» (tf-»A<#),

h(Aan<^> VA#) -* A°#-> A«^)-

C3.   The essential statement h f\af\ß<p -* /\ß/\a<p may be proved as in the

proof of Lemma 32 of [14].

C4, C5.   See Lemmas 6 and 7 of [14].

C6.   It suffices to show that  r-~\vK = vx<-+AVJ.~\VK = vpV vu = vx)> where

p ^ K,X.

Since the analog of Lemma 15 of [14] can be proved, we have

I" A»,.CK = »MV~K = vx) -» n», ■ »«VH»« = pa),

i- a^(~r = », vi», » »j -♦ ~r = üa.
Conversely,   by  an   analog  of Lemma 13   of  [14],

\--]VK = Vx   -*   (9KM0#-»~l«'ii"i'i).

r'"l»KB,»A-»A»Mn«'KB V"1fM = ^).
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C7. It suffices to show that h \/vK(vK = vx A $)*-* AVÂVK = vx~* </>)> where

k^X. We have

I" A"«k = Vx-+<l>) A ~1 VXfa = »x A 0)-»  A«^»« = »a-* ~1#),

r- A«Vfe = vx -» <t>) A ~1 V vK(vK = vx A 4>) -» (t>, = »A -» ce) A (»K = »a -*~»,

I" A»«(»k = »a -» 4>) A ~~| V^k = »a A #) -» ~1 vK = vx,

I" AVK(VK = VX-K¡>) A ~1V «VOk = ^A </>)-► A^kH^k = vx,

r- ~~l A^k "1», = vx -* (A»«(»k = »*-* 40 -> V »«(»« ■ »i A 0)),

I" AfK(^ = vx^4>) -* V »■(»■ = vxa4>).

Conversely, from the analog of Lemma 16 of [14] one gets

*■»« = VX "► (~10 -» A»«(»« = »A"» 10)).

h V ^(«k = üa A <t>) -» (fK = vx->4>),

r- V »«(«>« = » a A c6) ->   A»k(»« = vx -* 4>) •

Thus we have shown that 3I(J5r)/ = r is a CAa. By A3 and A4 we see that

3i(^)/ = ris an SAa.

Theorem 27. // r is a formally consistent set of sentences of OF, then Y

has a model.

Proof. Since %(¿F)¡= r is representable, there is a singulary CSa 23, say with

base U, and a homomorphism/of 3I(^)/ = r onto 23. For each singulary pre-

dicate symbol it of & let

g(it)= {x eU: there exist yu---,ya-1 eU suchthat (x,yu •••,y„-i >e/(«p0/Br)}.

Let (£ = <JJ,g(it)yn e „ where S is the set of singulary predicate symbols of 8F.

Then by induction on <p one sees that a sequence ofxeU" satisfies <p in (£ if and

only if xG/(c6/ = r). Since 0/ = r= 1 for each </>gT, £ is a model of T.

From Theorem 27 the completeness theorem follows in the usual manner.

Theorem 28.   T hep if and only if T ]=</>.

In particular, the equivalence written before Theorem 3 can be proved using

only three variables. Such a proof can be obtained from the proofs of Theorems

3 and 4.

The results of this section obviously also apply to logic without equality.

The sameproofs also work for substitutionless predicate logic with identity(8).

(8) This kind of logic is mentioned briefly in [7] and discussed in detail in [11].
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